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1 Introduction
MRG Effitas is a testing and research organization that specializes in specific tests. For example, our Online
Banking/Browser Security tests focus on all the dangers users face when they conducts online purchases or
conduct online banking transactions.
MRG Effitas has also developed a 360 Protection Test that utilizes a unique testing scenario where we do not only
focus on detection capabilities of security products but also on the time needed to detect and neutralize samples
that were capable of bypassing them.
MRG Effitas also conducts Exploit protection testing, APT protection testing, and Performance testing.
MRG Effitas was commissioned by Webroot to conduct a comparative assessment. Webroot commissioned MRG
Effitas for a comparative analysis of its Webroot SecureAnywhere Business Endpoint Protection product, and
McAfee Endpoint Security.

1.1 Webroot SecureAnywhere Business Endpoint Protection
Webroot SecureAnywhere Business Endpoint Protection (WSAB) is next-generation endpoint protection
software, which includes antivirus (signatureless), antispyware, anti-phishing, personal firewall, password and
identity protection for Microsoft Windows. It also includes cloud management capabilities.

1.2 McAfee Endpoint Security
McAfee Endpoint Security provides cloud-based enterprise endpoint protection, which includes antivirus, antiphishing, device control, host intrusion prevention, personal firewall and other protective features for Microsoft
Windows.

1.3 Executive summary
The purpose of this report is to run a comprehensive comparative assessment of two enterprise endpoint
protection products: Webroot SecureAnywhere Business Endpoint Protection and McAfee Endpoint Security.
In this assessment we used a wide spectrum of tests to cover all possible threats that any enterprise environment
faces. The most important testing metric in this comparative assessment is the Time to Detect.
As endpoints get compromised on an ever greater scale, we cannot run a simple detection test to determine a
product’s effectiveness. The Time to Detect metric focuses on the time needed for a successfully running threat to
be detected and neutralized. In this comparative assessment we used a 24h interval to measure the Time to
Detect.
In addition to the Time to Detect metric, we also compared the two products’ Phishing protection,
Performance/System impact and Feature comparisons.
In 2010, MRG Effitas began reverse engineering financial malware to create simulators that employ the same “Man
in the Browser” attacks as the in-the-wild code, and so were for the first time able to determine whether secure
browsers were capable of preventing data exfiltration. This was so revolutionary that in 2012 the BBC based a TV
programme on our work – BBC Click, “The Man in the Browser”.
See http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DUnZMwXCkyw
Why do we use simulators? We have been asked this question countless times in the past and we always answer
such questions with the following:
Simulators are used in every industry and sector, including aerospace, automotive, law enforcement, the military
and finance. Nobody questions the validity of using simulators in these sectors as it is a well-known fact that
simulators improve performance.

There are two major types of simulators, one that is used to teach students (e.g. pilots) and the other to simulate
various types of attacks (e.g. military). This is exactly why MRG Effitas decided to start creating simulators. By
developing test tools we try to simulate attacks that may not be as prevalent at present but may become more so
in the future (which can be just around the corner). Simulators can point out potential weaknesses in products and
even use new types of attacks that can be useful for developers as they can learn about these from a testing lab,
rather than from their users when an attack of this type occurs in the wild.
All the attack methods implemented by our simulators are valid and could be used or are being used by certain
types of less prevalent malware. It should be noted that high prevalence results if a known type of malware is used
in large scale attacks. However, as highlighted before, some malware attacks cannot be used in large scale attacks,
but the outcome can be even more lucrative than with the highly prevalent ones. In addition to the simulators, we
also tested the proactive protection of these products with real botnet, a recent Zeus sample (ZeusVM/KINS).
When conducting these tests, we tried to simulate normal user behaviour. We are aware that a “Real World” test
cannot be conducted by a team of professionals inside a lab because we understand how financial malware works,
how it attacks and how such attacks could be prevented. Simulating normal user behaviour means that we paid
special attention to all alerts given by security applications. A pass was given only when alerts were straightforward
and clearly suggested that malicious action should be blocked.
Final results
Based on a number of different tests done, Webroot SecureAnywhere performed better in the time-to-detect
test, phishing test, performance test, self-protection, simulators and botnets, at the functionalities, and finally at
management and reporting capabilities, compared to McAfee Endpoint Security.

2 Tests employed
It is no secret that when it comes to malware, vendors have a lot of work on their hands. Bad guys use various
techniques to evade detection. Luckily, so far AV developers have been able to respond to these “enhancements”
swiftly.
All tests were done in a fully patched Windows 7 64-bit.
The tested version of Webroot SecureAnywhere Business Endpoint Protection was 9.0.5.8, and that of McAfee
Endpoint Security 10.0.1. The test was carried out between October 15 and November 13, 2015.

2.1 High-level overview of the tests
Webroot SecureAnywhere works like a cloud manageable enterprise endpoint protection, in combination with
browser protection (called identity protection), but it uses signature-less protection along with different shield
technologies.
McAfee Endpoint Security works like a traditional, cloud manageable enterprise endpoint protection, with includes
antivirus, anti-phishing, device control, host intrusion prevention, personal firewall.
In order to gain better insight into the functionalities of Webroot SecureAnywhere and McAfee Endpoint Security,
we employed a combination of in-the-wild malware test (protection, time-to-detect), phishing, performance, selfprotection, reporting capabilities, deployment time, function comparison, etc.
During the tests, we used a default install of the products; Potentially Unwanted Application detection was turned
on on every product, and browser extensions were enabled and installed.

2.2 Malware protection (time-to-protect) test
Sample selection is of fundamental importance to this and all similar tests. All samples used were “live” and “in the
wild”, by which we mean that they reside at the URLs selected or created by the cybercriminals, and not from a
time lagged ITW list. As these are live ITW samples, they represent current zero day-threats that can be an issue

with sample verification. There is no effective and reliable way to verify samples before testing that does not
introduce possible artificial sample submission or delay, so all verification is conducted after testing. Tests
performed using samples that are later proven to be invalid are excluded from the results. The type of samples
used is selected by MRG Effitas on the basis of a mixture of criteria, cantering about key relevancies:
1.
2.
3.

Prevalence – they are widespread and so represent the most common threats.
Growth – they may be few now, but our research shows they are rapidly expanding.
Innovation – they employ innovative techniques to counter security measures.

We collected live samples of in-the-wild financial malware, ransomware, PUA, and rootkits, and started the
malware on an already protected system. Exe, zip, rar and scr file-types were used for the test. If the malware was
not detected at the time of the test, we created a snapshot of this infected system, and checked it for 24 hours.
We used 136 samples in total.

Result of the test
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Although McAfee Endpoint Security was better in initial sample detection, Webroot’s performance was superior
on a 24-hour scale.

2.3 Phishing protection
We gathered 100 different, active phishing sites (financial and e-mail related), and navigated the browser to those
sites. We waited for the webpages to load, and if the fake login screen was not visible, we clicked on the page to
show the fake login page, and finally we waited 10 seconds before entering credentials. If the credentials were sent
to the phishing sites, the protection suite failed the test.

Test results
Webroot SecureAnywhere failed to block 5 of the phishing sites from stealing the username and password.
McAfee Endpoint Security failed to block 19 of the phishing sites from stealing the username and password.
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Webroot SecureAnywhere performed better in this test.

2.4 Self protection
We applied the “Advanced Process Termination v4.2 – DiamondCS” tool and the Sysinternals Process Explorer
tool to test self-protection of the protection system. 12 user-mode kill methods, 2 kernel-mode kill methods, 2
crash methods and 2 suspend methods were used. The methods included: TerminateProcess, WM_Close,
WM_Quit, SC_Close, TerminateThread, CreateRemoteThread -> Exitprocess, Endtask, DebugActiveProcess, EIP
modification -> Exitprocess, and DLL injection + Exitprocess, used accomplice process as terminator,
ZwTerminateThread, ZwTerminateProcess, VirtualProtectEx crash, WriteProcessMemory crash, suspended all
threads and NTSuspendProcess. In our tests, we first tried to suspend all processes, then kill all processes by all
the listed methods. After this iteration, we downloaded an EICAR test file and checked whether the test file was
still detected.
Test results
Webroot SecureAnywhere failed to protect one process (it was terminated), but because the process restarted
immediately, we marked all the tests as passed.
McAfee Endpoint Security failed the tests, as we were able to suspend some (not all) McAfee Endpoint Security
related processes. No advanced killing methods were needed, as we were able to reproduce this issue even from
Process Explorer. Although basic functionality (real time scan) remained intact, other processes like GUI were
damaged.

Webroot SecureAnywhere performed better during this test.

2.5 Simulator and botnet tests
We tested the endpoint protection systems against the following simulators and real botnets.
KINS/ZeusVM Real Botnet Test
MRG Effitas is proud to present the world’s first real, public botnet test. In this test, we acquired leaked builders
from real financial malware (ZeusVM/KINS), created the droppers and configured the C&C servers in a safe
SoftLayer environment. Because this test uses real financial malware, where data exfiltration can be tested as it
happens in the wild, the test efficiently maps the real-world threats users face today. These builders and droppers
are available to everyone for free, thus the threats provide an entry level for criminals and are common threats in
the wild.
Reflective injection + inline hooking HTTPSendRequestW simulator test
Financial malware developers always find new ways to bypass current protection technologies. One of the oldest
techniques is to inject the attacker supplied DLL into Internet Explorer, then hook (redirect) the API calls, where
the password can be found in a buffer passed to the function as a parameter. In this test, we used reflective DLL
injection technique for the DLL injection step, and hooked either the HTTPSendrequestW function, via inline
hooking.
Internet Explorer BHO simulator test
We created proprietary browser helper add-on (BHO). The BHO is installed to the browser before any security
solution is installed. The BHO is able to steal POST data contents (which contain usernames, passwords), and send
this to a server operated by MRG Effitas.
Injection via context switch simulator test
The Context Switch method uses standard Windows functions to allocate memory in the target process and find a
running remote thread to hijack in the target process. It saves the current EIP and sets it to the address of the
LoadLibrary function and writes the function and parameters (injected DLL name) in the remote process; the
hijacked thread executes the LoadLibrary call, and finally the (malicious) functions in the DLL are executed because
DLL_PROCESS_ATTACH is triggered.
Keylogger GetKeyState simulator test

We tested a common keylogger technique, GetKeyState: “This API returns the current key state for a given key.
This method is less reliable than a global hook, but is stealthier and does not require administrator privileges.”
A note on simulators
After a successful attack, the attacker can either extract passwords, session cookies and/or credit card/CVV
numbers from the web sessions, or inject html forms into the web sessions (e.g. credit card number and
CVC/CVV code), because SSL encryption takes place after the API calls. The purpose of testing with simulators is
that the simulator is unknown to the security solution and thus it will not detect the simulator using traditional AV
methods, which are known to be bypassed easily. This test measures the protection capabilities against zero day
threats.
Protected browsers
Last but not least, we checked which browsers are protected by advanced behavior based browser protections.
We marked it as a pass when a hardened browser was part of the product, and we marked it as a warning when
some of the behavior based protections of the endpoint protection could block a financial malware attack.
Test results

Webroot

McAfee

KINS/ZeusVM real botnet
reflective injection + inline hooking HTTPSendRequestW
Internet Explorer BHO
injection via context switch
keylogger GetKeyState test
protect IE
protect Firefox
protect Chrome
The application blocked the simulator
The application protects the browser, but it is not a full hardened safe browser
The application failed to block the simulator

2.6 Performance
We measured the following parameters:









Install time (in minutes). The install time includes finding the install webpage, registering, accessing the web
console, downloading and installing the agent. The test is finished when the protection on the OS is
updated, up and running.
Install size on the disk (Program files (x86), Program files, Program data), in Mbyte
CPU utilization during idle state
CPU utilization during quick scan
Memory usage during idle state (private bytes)
Open Internet Explorer with a webpage on the local network, 20 times, measure average
Copy files from SMB to localhost (ZIP file containing executables)

Test results
In the following table, the color green means that the product performed better and the color red that it
performed worse than the competitor.

Install time, minutes
Install size, Mbyte
CPU usage during idle state
CPU usage during scan
Memory usage during idle state, Mbytes
Browse time
File copy 100 times zip file over SMB

Webroot
8
6
<1%
45%
30
0.089
10.61

McAfee
36
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<1%
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0.63796
9.96
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Webroot SecureAnywhere performed better in this test. The install size and memory usage of Webroot is so low
that it is not really comparable.

2.7 Product feature comparison
We compiled important feature lists common in endpoint protection systems, and tested these features on both
protection systems.

Active directory integration
Centralized cloud management
Cloud reputation
Desktop policy
Exploit protection
Host intrusion prevention
Mac (OSX) management
Mobile management
On access scan
Protect browser from malware
Removable media control
Journaling, monitoring and rollback
Scheduled scans
Server policy
Software Firewall
Web filter
Windows 10 support

Webroot
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes, optional
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

McAfee
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
no
no
no
yes
no
yes
yes
yes

This test is subjective, as every company has different features as priorities.
Although there were only slight differences, Webroot performed better during this test.

2.8 Management interface, reporting capabilities
It is not an easy task to compare the overall management interface and reporting capabilities of two different
(security...) products. We made every attempt to remain as impartial as possible. Following is a general assessment
from our perspective.
Following screenshots are samples from the management interface of McAfee Endpoint Security.

The following screenshots are samples from the management interface of Webroot.

Both administrative interfaces are modern, and one can find all the basic functionalities on all interfaces, but we
found the Webroot interface to be more detailed, where the options can be fine-tuned better. Also, the overall
endpoint manageability is better at Webroot.
Webroot SecureAnywhere performed better in this test, based on our subjective opinion, but both solutions are
good.

3 Conclusion
Based on the number of different tests, Webroot SecureAnywhere performed better in the time-to-detect test,
performance test, self-protection, at the functionalities, simulator and botnet tests, and finally in management and
reporting capabilities, compared to McAfee Endpoint Security.

4 Appendix
4.1 Methodology Used in the “Simulator Test“
1.

Service Pack 1 64 bit operating system is installed on a virtual machine, all updates are applied and third
Windows 7 Ultimate party applications installed and updated according to our “Average Endpoint
Specification”.
2. An image of the operating system is created.
3. A clone of the imaged systems is made for each of the security applications to be used in the test.
4. An individual security application is installed using default settings on each of the systems created in 3 and
then, where applicable, it is updated. If restart is recommended by the application (visible to the user), the
system is restarted. If the installer has the option to participate in cloud protection, or PUA protection, all
of these are enabled.
5. A clone of the system as it is at the end of 4 is created, and the system is started.
6. The simulator is started onto the clean systems with protection installed.
7. Each simulator test is conducted by:
a. Starting a new instance of Internet Explorer (or the safe browser) and navigating to a financial
website. Where the security application offers a secured or dedicated banking browser, this is
used. If the security application is designed to protect Internet Explorer, only that component is
going to be tested.
b. Trying to inject the simulator into the browser process.
c. Text is entered into the Account login page of the financial website using the keyboard, or using
a virtual keyboard if the application under test provides such functionality, and then the “log in”
button is pressed.
8. A test is deemed to have been passed (marked as a green checkbox) based on the following criteria:
a. The security application detects the malware simulator when it is executed according to the
following criteria:
i. It identifies the simulator as being malicious and either automatically blocks it or
postpones its execution, warns the user that the file is malicious and awaits user input.
ii. It identifies the simulator as suspicious or unknown and gives the option to run in a
sandbox or safe restricted mode, and, when run in this mode, it meets the criterion c
below.
b. The security application prevents the simulator from injecting itself into the browser process.
c. The security application does not allow the hooking/redirection of the API calls, or even with
successful hooking, the password cannot be captured from the browser.
9. A test is deemed to have been failed (marked as a yellow warning) based on the following criteria:
a. The security application fails to detect the simulator and then:
i. The security application fails to prevent the simulator from injecting itself into the
browser process, and gives no alert or provides informational alerts only.
ii. The security application allows the hooking/redirection of the API calls, and the
password can be captured from the browser.
b. The security application identifies the simulator as malware or unknown and gives the option to
run in a sandbox or safe restricted mode, and, when run in this mode, it:
i. Fails to prevent the simulator from injecting itself into the browser process, and gives
no alert or provides informational alerts only.
ii. The security application allows the hooking/redirection of the API calls, and the
password can be captured from the browser.
10. Testing is conducted with all systems having internet access.
11. Each individual test for each security application is conducted from a unique IP address.

12. All security applications are fully-functional unregistered versions or versions registered anonymously,
with no connection to MRG Effitas.

4.2 Methodology Used in the “In the Wild Test”
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.
8.
9.

Windows 7 Ultimate Service Pack 1 64 bit operating system is installed on a virtual machine, all updates
are applied and third party applications installed and updated according to our “Average Endpoint
Specification”.
An image of the operating system is created.
A clone of the imaged systems is made for each of the security applications to be used in the test.
An individual security application is installed using default settings on each of the systems created in 5 and
then, where applicable, it is updated and shut down. If the installer has the option to participate in cloud
protection, or PUA protection, all of these are enabled.
Testing is conducted by:
a. Downloading the sample using Internet Explorer to the desktop, the browser is kept running,
conducting a context menu scan or, where unavailable, a system scan, and then executing the
sample.
A test is deemed to have been passed based on the following criteria:
a. The security application blocks the URL where the sample is located, thus preventing its
download.
b. The security application detects the sample whilst it is being downloaded to the desktop.
c. The security application detects the sample during the context or system scan.
d. The security application detects the sample when it is executed according to the following
criteria:
i. It identifies the sample as being malicious and either automatically blocks it or pauses its
execution, advises the user not to execute it and awaits user input.
A test is deemed to have been failed based on the following criterion:
a. The security application fails to detect the sample under condition 6a, 6b, 6c or 6d.
Testing is conducted with all systems having internet access.
Each individual test for each security application is performed from a unique IP address. All security
applications are fully-functional unregistered versions or versions registered anonymously, with no
connection to MRG Effitas.

